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Edifier P205 wired headphones
Enjoy  superior  sound quality  when you listen  to  music,  play  games or  talk  on  the  phone.  The Edifier  P205 in-ear  headphones  feature
dynamic 8mm drivers and deliver deep, emphasized bass. They're also extremely lightweight and comfortable. The built-in microphone
lets you talk on the phone, and the cable-integrated remote provides convenient access to several useful functions.
 
Crystal clear sound
Dynamic 8mm drivers deliver clear, detail-rich sound. They let you enjoy enhanced bass and perfectly balanced midrange. All this means
you can not only discover previously unknown details of your favorite songs, but also increase the immersion when you play games.
 
Conveniently talk on the phone
Now  you  can  comfortably  talk  on  the  phone  almost  anywhere  -  not  only  at  home,  but  also  on  the  bus  or  in  a  crowded  store.  The
headphones feature a high sensitivity omni-directional microphone that reliably captures your voice, giving you the confidence that your
callers can hear you without any problem.
 
Built-in remote control
Experience how simple and convenient headphone operation can be. P205 has a remote control integrated into the cable so that all the
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most important functions are always at your fingertips. For example, you can easily adjust the volume or answer the phone.
 
Ergonomic design
SP205 headphones are extremely lightweight and comfortable. They weigh just 11.2g and fit snugly in your ears. They don't fall out and
provide unparalleled comfort. The included interchangeable eartips in 3 sizes (S, M, and L) allow you to customize them even more. The
headphones also look stylish.
 
In the box
Headphones
3 pairs of replaceable eartips (S, M and L)
User Manual
Brand
Edifier
Model
P205
Driver
8mm dynamic
Frequency response
20Hz-20kHz
Impedance
21Ω
SPL
102±3dB
Microphone directivity
Omni-directional
Microphone frequency response
100Hz-10KHz
Microphone sensitivity
99.3±3dB
Connector
3.5mm AUX
Cable length
1.2m±5cm
Weight
11.2g
Color
Black

Preço:

€ 5.01
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